Due to construction, there are no programs on the Livingston Campus.
Welcome to Rutgers Day
Rutgers’ reach is worldwide, but we are happy to call New Jersey home. Today you will learn more about our connection to the state, our mission of research and service, our commitment to education…and have some fun along the way! Whether you are a first-time visitor or yearly attendee, we’re sure you will discover something new about our great university. Welcome!

Pitch In
We have set a goal of diverting from landfills all waste generated during Rutgers Day. Help us reach this goal by placing your recyclables and compostables in the appropriate containers located throughout every campus. Look for facilities employees in special T-shirts to answer questions and field comments. Take this step with us, and reduce our carbon footprint!

General Information & Map Key

Program Locations
Find the general location of specific programs by matching it with the red circled number on the campus maps.

Information Tents
Your destination for questions, directions, campus maps, first aid requests, and other assistance.

Parking
Rutgers lots designated on the maps are open and free. Local parking decks charge a fee and are designated with a “$” on the map.

Rutgers Day Bus Loop
The free Rutgers Day Bus Loop runs continuously to the Busch, College Avenue, and Cook/Douglass campuses, with stops in downtown New Brunswick. Please note that only official guide dogs for the seeing or hearing impaired are allowed on Rutgers buses.

First Aid and Emergency Services
Assistance is available at the information tents as well as from Rutgers Day staff and public safety personnel. Emergency phones are located throughout our campuses. Call the Rutgers Police at 732-932-7211 or dial 911.

Lost Persons
Immediately report a lost person to the nearest information tent or to any Rutgers Day staff member in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt. You can also call the Rutgers Police at 732-932-7211.

Lost Items
Report or bring lost items to the nearest information tent.

Restrooms
Restrooms are available in all buildings open for Rutgers Day.

Dining
Each campus offers dining halls and food vendors.

Performance Stages
Stages feature musical acts all day long!

Accessibility
All Rutgers Day buses and most Rutgers buildings (except historic buildings) are wheelchair accessible. Passenger golf carts are available in some areas of the Busch and Cook/Douglass campuses for visitors with mobility issues.

Weather Alert
In the event of severe weather, check rutgersday.rutgers.edu for the latest updates.

Photography and Videography
Photographs and videos taken at Rutgers Day may appear in our publications and website. By attending Rutgers Day, you grant Rutgers all rights to use these photos and videos in any medium and for all purposes that support the mission of the university. Please let our photographer or videographer know if you do not want your image taken.

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Busch Campus Center Area
All-day events 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Career Corner 1
Back lawn
Match Rutgers alumni with their notable careers (including a celebrity chef and a hip-hop CEO). School of Management and Labor Relations BCC-361

Career “Fair” 1
Back lawn
Have your career caricature drawn, and play a round of Career Jeopardy. Career Services BCC-57

Construction on Campus 1
Fireside Lounge
See plans, renderings, and models of projects planned for the university. University Facilities and Capital Planning BCC-130

Employment Opportunities at Rutgers 1
Outside International Lounge
Discuss employment opportunities at the university. University Human Resources BCC-424

Go Karts 2
Lot 59
Our self-sufficient solar car uses the sun as its only source of fuel. Rutgers Solar Car Team BCC-276

Infrastructure: Improving Quality of Life 2
Lot 59
Learn about technologies that make our daily lives possible. Center for Advanced Infrastructure and Transportation BCC-120

Kids’ Career Center 1
Back lawn
Learn about prospective careers through coloring activities and games. School of Management and Labor Relations BCC-363

Know Your Rights at Work 1
Back lawn
Take a quiz on your rights at work. School of Management and Labor Relations BCC-357

New Jersey Health Care and You 1
Back lawn
Learn about current trends and job opportunities in health care. School of Management and Labor Relations BCC-360

Know Your Rights at Work 1
Back lawn
Take a quiz on your rights at work. School of Management and Labor Relations BCC-357

Virtual Rutgers: Past, Present, Future, and Making Reality 1
Fireside Lounge
Experience 3-D printing and game technology to explore Rutgers architecture and student creations. Division of Continuing Studies BCC-319

What’s for Dinner? 1
Front entrance
Learn how we prepare more than 3 million meals each year. Dining Services BCC-179

World of Work 1
Back lawn
Get career tips and learn more about the school. School of Management and Labor Relations BCC-364

Upstream, Red Team! Rutgers Rah!
Root for Women’s Rowing at 9 a.m. from the boat house on the Raritan River. Still here at 7 p.m.? Cheer on Men’s Lacrosse on Yurcak Field.

Busch Campus Center Area
Events listed by start time
10 a.m.; 12:30 p.m.
Design Exhibition 1
Multipurpose Room
Browse demonstrations of innovative projects by senior students. Open for 90 minutes. Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering BCC-418

11 a.m.; 1 p.m.; 3 p.m. (30-min. demos)
Scarlet Chef 1
Front entrance
Watch and taste as the Scarlet Chef reveals the secrets of preparing healthy and delicious foods. Dining Services BCC-176

12 p.m.; 2 p.m. (30-min. demos)
Rutgers on Ice 1
Front entrance
Watch as a Rutgers ice sculptor wields unusual implements to create “cool” artwork. Dining Services BCC-173

Engineering Area
All-day events 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
4-H STEM Fun 3
Explore 4-H STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) activities! Rutgers Cooperative Extension BEA-210

Battle of the Brains 3
Come see student research and learn what it’s like to be an engineer! Engineering Governing Council & School of Engineering BEA-154

“Before I Die” Wall 5
Share your dreams by ending the sentence “Before I die, I will...” on our mural. Rutgers Student Life & Rutgers University Programming Association BEA-256
Biomedical Engineering Open House
Exhibits include biomedical devices, optical imaging, chaos demonstrations, student projects, and more! Department of Biomedical Engineering & School of Engineering BEA-343

Computer Science at Rutgers
Take a tour of the “Cave” programming lounge and the “HackRSpace” room. Department of Computer Science BEA-55

Engineering Open House
Learn what it’s like to be an engineering student at Rutgers. School of Engineering BEA-26

Engineering Tours
Take a look into the day and life of a Rutgers engineer! School of Engineering BEA-23

Everyday Chemistry
Learn how to “walk on water” and make carbon dioxide bubbles! American Institute of Chemical Engineers & School of Engineering BEA-325

Flight Simulator
Try out our flight simulation program and get your aviation questions answered by student members. School of Engineering BEA-324

Formula Race Car
See the Rutgers formula race car, built and driven by engineering students! School of Engineering & Rutgers Formula Racing BEA-166

Glass Blowing
Fiber Optic Materials Research Building, courtyard
Watch as glass is blown into beautiful objects! School of Engineering BEA-167

ISE Projects
See demonstrations of industrial and systems engineering (ISE) projects, including an automated circuit board drilling machine. Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering BEA-349

Liquid Nitrogen Ice Cream
Fiber Optic Materials Research Building, courtyard
“Chill out” and watch our engineers make ice cream! Engineering Governing Council & School of Engineering BEA-168

Robotic Intelligent Ground Vehicle
Our robot traverses an obstacle course using computer vision and artificial intelligence. Rutgers Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers BEA-228

Engineering Area
Events by start time
12 p.m.
Engineering BBQ
Enjoy hamburgers, veggie burgers, chicken, and hot dogs. School of Engineering BEA-25

Life Sciences Area
All-day events 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Alternative Energy Experts
Learn how Rutgers is at the forefront of alternative energy research. Rutgers Energy Institute BLSA-211

Anatomy of the Human Body
See models of the human body and learn about its systems. American Medical Student Association BLSA-366

Are You a Target?
You may be subject to cyber crimes without even knowing it. Office of Information Technology BLSA-102

Art of Modern Yo-Yo
The days of “walking the dog” are over. Come see our new school yo-yoing tricks. Yo-Yo Dojo BLSA-159

Ascend Around the World
Test your knowledge of the world’s countries and cities in our geography game. Ascend BLSA-248

Astronomy and Sol Searching
Physics and Astronomy Building, Schommer Observatory
Observe the human species’ home star through our telescopes. Rutgers Astronomical Society BLSA-392

Bean Bag Toss
Toss a bean bag, and experience a live radio broadcast. 90.3 The Core BLSA-274

Bookmarking and Wheel of Fortune
Make bookmarks and play a healthy version of Wheel of Fortune! Ronald E. McNair Post-baccalaureate Achievement, Upward Bound, & Upward Bound Math-Science BLSA-415

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Bubble Bonanza
Help fill the Rutgers sky with bubbles! Rutgers–Livingston Day Care Center BLSA-396

Business in a Global World
We offer exciting opportunities to current and prospective students. Department of Management and Global Business BLSA-76

Business Leader Bracelets
Create a bracelet using colors representing different leadership characteristics. Future Business Leaders of America BLSA-138

Business of Fun!
From 11 a.m. – 1 p.m., get a glitter tattoo! From 1 p.m. – 3 p.m., get a twisty balloon animal or have your face painted. Rutgers Business School BLSA-419

Business School Carnival
Enjoy cotton candy, popcorn, clowns, balloons, and games. Rutgers Business School BLSA-27

Business Trivia
Test your knowledge and win prizes. Alpha Kappa Psi BLSA-181

Chat with an Admissions Counselor
Interested in becoming a Scarlet Knight? We’ll be available to answer your questions about the application process. Undergraduate Admissions BLSA-412

Chemistry: Making Yuck and Making Yum
Learn about the role chemistry plays in your life with hands-on activities. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-269

Clothesline Project
Each T-shirt in our display honors a victim of interpersonal violence. Office for Violence Prevention and Victim Assistance BLSA-15

CSI: Rutgers
Channel your favorite crime scene investigator using newfangled forensics and old-fashioned police work. Program in Criminal Justice BLSA-123

Deal or No Deal
Choose a suitcase and answer a question about accounting to win a prize. Beta Alpha Psi BLSA-16

Decode Your Genetics!
Make edible DNA, see our lab animals, and learn about our genetic research. Association of Undergraduate Geneticists BLSA-190

Don’t forget to stop by the Big R Stage, located in the Life Sciences Area, to check out some of Rutgers’ premier performers!

Do You Know Your Body?
Play games to learn about the nervous, cardiovascular, and respiratory systems. Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience BLSA-348

Environment and Your Health
Play games centered around environmental health, and see robotic and computer animation demonstrations. Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences Institute BLSA-302

Exploring Africa
Play African trivia games and learn basic phrases in different African languages. Wanawake BLSA-405

Facilities and Utilities
Learn how Rutgers is reducing its carbon footprint through conservation and alternative energy. Facilities and Capital Planning BLSA-47

Figures That Changed the Business Landscape
Match faces of individuals with their corporate title or contribution to business. Little Investment Bankers of Rutgers & Rutgers Business Governing Association BLSA-250

Geology of the World
Examine fossils and minerals using geological processes. Geology Club BLSA-150

Guess for Success Raffle
Guess the correct amount of business cards in the container and win a fabulous prize. Rutgers Business School BLSA-33

Hammering for Habitat
Practice your hammering skills. Habitat for Humanity BLSA-423

Health Fair
Learn your blood pressure and information about health and medicine. Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy BLSA-93

Henna with ALPFA
Get a temporary henna tattoo. Association of Latino Professionals in Finance and Accounting BLSA-277

It’s Magic!
See groundbreaking magic like you’ve never seen before! Magicians and Illusionists Society BLSA-394

Joys of Africa
Enjoy African culture through food, music, jewelry, games, and more. Center for African Studies BLSA-40

Know Your CEO
Match up a company’s logo to its founder. Entrepreneurial Society BLSA-316

Languages and Cultures
Learn about the languages, societies, and cultures of Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia. Department of African, Middle Eastern, and South Asian Languages and Literatures BLSA-240

Livingston Living History
Hear the history of the Livingston Campus, from WWII Army base to experimental college. Livingston Alumni Association BLSA-351

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Logo and Song Mania
Guess the brand and win a prize. Rutgers Association of Marketing and Strategy BLSA-353

MAD
Learn how to develop Adroid and iOS apps. Rutgers Mobile Application Development BLSA-275

Make a Wish
Craft a card or friendship bracelet for a child at a local hospital. Beta Gamma Sigma Honor Society BLSA-37

Mind Game
Test your powers of concentration. Can you move an object using only your brain? Pre-Student Osteopathic Medical Association BLSA-350

Old School Fit
Join in a game of hopscotch, double dutch, or jump rope. Minority Association of Pre-Health Students BLSA-98

Planet Earth Showcase
See demonstrations of rocks, fossils, volcanic eruptions, and earthquakes. Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences BLSA-73

Professional Science Master’s Program
Learn how an MBS degree combines an MS with courses from an MBA. Professional Science Master’s Program BLSA-9

Protein Folding
Learn the basics of protein structure and use 3-D models to fold proteins. Molecular Biology and Biochemistry Society BLSA-91

Proteomics, Health, and You
Explore biology at the molecular level by building protein molecules and more. Center for Integrative Proteomics Research BLSA-222

Psychologists in the Community
Navigate the fascinating field of human behavior. Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology BLSA-199

Renewable Energy in Costa Rica
Learn about renewable energy and sustainability industries. Study Abroad BLSA-165

RU Sweet Stop
Try your hand at cake decorating with your own cupcake. Dining Services BLSA-184

Rutgers Science Explorer
Allison Road bus stop
Come aboard this 40-foot, state-of-the-art mobile laboratory. Office of Undergraduate Education BLSA-45

Say It in Baybayin!
Make posters or get a tattoo in the ancient Filipino language of Baybayin. Rutgers Association of Philippine Students BLSA-327

See the Chemistry Department
Wright Rieman Laboratories
Take a tour of our laboratories and facilities. Department of Chemistry BLSA-273

Skeleton Detectives
Allison Road bus stop
Become a forensic anthropologist and determine the sex and ethnicity of skulls. Office of Undergraduate Education BLSA-44

Skills of a Surgeon?
Test your surgical skills. Alpha Epsilon Delta, National Premedical Honor Society BLSA-216

Smile for Dental Education
Tend to your teeth with the help of aspiring dentists. Rutgers Pre-dental Society BLSA-354

Student Research in the Life Sciences
Come see what our students have been up to! Division of Life Sciences BLSA-347

Supply Chain Simulation
Work through a simulated supply chain to create a s’mores sandwich or Play Doh product. Rutgers Business School Government Association & Supply Chain Association BLSA-191

Traveling Salesman Game
Find the best route from one target to the other. Business and Information Technology Society BLSA-71

Web Design Philanthropy
Learn how to web design in today’s technology-oriented society. Scholars for Charity BLSA-17

What’s for Dinner?
Learn how we prepare more than 3 million meals each year. Dining Services BLSA-180

Wheel of Business
Spin the wheel, answer the business question correctly, and win a prize. Rutgers Business School BLSA-28

Women in Science Game-a-Thon
Play our game and learn about STEM women. Office for the Promotion of Women in Science, Engineering, and Mathematics BLSA-104

Life Sciences Area
Events listed by start time

11 a.m.; 1 p.m.; 3 p.m.
Chemistry: Seriously? Should you be doing that?
Wright Rieman Laboratories, auditorium
Experience the thrills and defeats of chemical experiments. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-271

11 a.m.; 11:30 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 12:30 p.m.; 1 p.m.; 1:30 p.m. (30-min. tours)
Hope for Recovery from Spinal Cord Injury
Your tour of the world-class research centers that bring hope to paralyzed people begins at our table. Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience, Stem Cell Research Center, & W.M. Keck Center for Collaborative Neuroscience BLSA-345

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Stadium Area
All-day events 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Air Force ROTC 💙
Do you have what it takes? Try our physical challenges and see. Air Force ROTC BS-11

Athletics Equipment Showcase 💙
Get a feel for the equipment our student-athletes use during competition. Rutgers Athletics BS-369

Cards for Troops 💙
Create cards to send to our servicemen and women who are on active duty. RU for Troops BS-401

Face Painting 💙
Have your face painted by Rutgers student-athletes. Rutgers Athletics BS-371

Military Tank and Artillery 💙
Explore our helicopter and tank, and get an up-close look at a cannon. Army ROTC BS-295

Naval ROTC 💙
For the first time since 1972, NROTC is available to New Jersey's college students. Naval ROTC BS-171

Sand Art 💙
Create and take home a sand art necklace. Rutgers Business School BS-32

Volleyball Drills 💙
Learn the fundamentals of volleyball from Rutgers players. Women's Club Volleyball BS-153

Stadium Area
Events by start time

11 a.m. – 2:30 p.m.

Stunning 3-D Visual Illusions 🎨
Science and Engineering Resource Center, room 111
Experience illusions and learn how they relate to brain research. Center for Cognitive Science & Department of Biomedical Engineering BLSA-35

11:30 a.m.; 12:30 p.m.; 1:30 p.m.

Jersey Roots, Cosmic Reach 🌌
Physics and Astronomy Building, room 401
Hear about our exciting discoveries from planets to stars to galaxies to the universe as a whole. Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-407

12 p.m.; 2:30 p.m. (30-min. info sessions)
Exploring the Life Sciences and Health Professions 🌐
Stop by this informational session and get your questions answered. Division of Life Sciences BLSA-346

12 p.m.

Pheel the Physics! 🪴
Physics Lecture Hall, sidewalk
Feel and observe various physics phenomena through our hands-on physics apparatus. Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-194

1 p.m.

Engraving and Face Painting 🎨
Engrave jewelry or have your face painted. Rutgers Business School BS-32

1 p.m.; 2 p.m.

Inside the Cell Bank 🦠
Your tour of the largest university-based cell and DNA repository in the world begins at our table. Department of Genetics BLSA-344

2:30 p.m.

Phenomenal Faraday Physics 🎨
Physics Lecture Hall
Learn, laugh, and discover the excitement of science in this show for all ages! Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-195

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt 🧡, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
College Avenue Campus

Alexander Library Area
All-day events 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Struggle without End: New Jersey and the Civil War 📚
Alexander Library
See letters, diaries, and photographs through May 31. Rutgers University Libraries CAL-226

Bishop House Area
All-day events 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

A “Harmonic” Experience 🎵
Make a homemade harmonica out of tongue depressors, tape, and rubber bands. Palestine Children’s Relief Fund CABH-54

A World with More Birthdays 🎂
Spin the wheel and test your knowledge on cancer and Relay for Life. Colleges Against Cancer CABH-264

Autoimmune Disease Information 🦠
Learn about autoimmunity and finding a cure to autoimmune disorders. Alliance Against Autoimmune Disease CABH-390

Beanbag Toss and Demarest Trivia 🎮
Toss a beanbag and test your knowledge about Demarest Hall. Demarest Hall Government CABH-116

Blind Bowling 🎳
See how well you bowl while blindfolded. Rutgers Empowering Disabilities CABH-262

Business Trivia 📚
Play games and answer questions about professional dress and attire. Delta Sigma Pi CABH-337

ClassWish Crafts 🎨
Color and paint as you learn more about how we promote education among K–12 students. ClassWish CABH-125

Coloring to Eliminate 🎨
Learn about the Eliminate Project through coloring and facts. Circle K CABH-317

Coptic Church on Campus 🕊️
Learn about Coptic Orthodoxy through trivia games. Coptic Orthodox Fellowship CABH-96

Danzan Ryu Jujitsu 🥋
Mental, physical, and moral development comprise this self-defense method. Kodenkan Jujitsu CABH-163

EveryBODY Is Beautiful 🦄
Check out our life-sized Barbie doll, and leave a positive-image message on our mirror. Project Heal CABH-304

Frame Your Future 🎨
Learn about our programs, and take home a Rutgers Day commemorative photo and frame. Rutgers University Student Assembly CABH-332

From Persia to Portugal 🇵.allocate to Mediterranean through displays, music, and activities. Association of Mediterranean Organizations at Rutgers University CABH-265

Giant Mad Lib 📚✍️
Contribute to our giant mad lib board, and do a craft project. Rutgers Review CABH-254

Haitian Carnival 🎢
Create your own mask. Haitian Association at Rutgers University CABH-367

Help-O-Meter 🤔
Leave your hand print on our banner, add your “do good” pledge, and help us reach 250 pledges on our Help-O-Meter. Student Volunteer Council CABH-156

Learn to Play Go 🏸
Learn the rules and basic strategies of the board game called Go, and then play practice games. Go Club CABH-242

Make Your Own Bracelet 🌈
Make a bracelet and learn more about our organization. A Global Friendship CABH-219

Meet The Medium 📚
Meet the student staff of this weekly satirical newspaper. The Medium CABH-251

Meet the Muslim Student Association 🕊️
Browse pictures and materials from our past events, grab some snacks, or participate in a mini basketball game! Muslim Student Association CABH-314

Polaroid It with WOAH 📸
Be part of our art installation when we take your photo. Women Organizing Against Harassment CABH-398

Pop Culture Quiz 🎨
It’s all around you. Answer our questions to win prizes. International Association of Business Communicators CABH-400

We send Rutgers students on community service trips throughout the country. Rutgers University Alternative Breaks CABH-103

Spreading the Sunshine 🌞
Create sunshine-themed arts and crafts to donate to children at a local hospital. Project Sunshine CABH-161

Summer Session 🎈
Enter our raffle to win a $500 scholarship, or stop by to find out about the great programs we offer! Office of Summer and Winter Sessions CABH-318

Tattoos and Treats 🍰
Learn about our group and get a temporary tattoo or sweet treat. Bioethics Society of Rutgers University CABH-13

Try Saying It in Hebrew 📚
Chat with us in Hebrew and learn more about our programs. Hebrew Club CABH-326

Old Queens Area
All-day events 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Historical Tours 🏛️
Learn about a college older than our nation and get prizes for answering trivial. Rutgers University Historical Society CAOQ-395

New Jersey’s Geological Time Machine 🌋
Step into the museum and travel through the natural history of New Jersey. Rutgers Geology Museum CAOQ-58

Rutgers’ Historic Notables 🎨
Meet Henry Rutgers, Mabel Smith Douglass, Paul Robeson, and others on the Old Queens lawn. Department of Theater CAOQ-129

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt 🧡, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Voorhees Mall Area
All-day events 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

**A Taste of Italy**
Take a virtual tour in Italy, and sample Italian food and cookies. Department of Italian CAVM3-81

**All the World’s Our Stage**
Experience a unique multimedia performance installation. Department of Theater CAVM1-127

**Animal Tales**
Listen to readings of fun, furry, feathered, and scaled animal tales. Rutgers University Libraries CAVM1-229

**Barnes & Noble at Rutgers University**
Hear children’s story readings and meet special guest Tacky the Penguin. Barnes & Noble at Rutgers University CAVM2-417

**Be an Art Detective**
Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum
Solve puzzles in the museum’s galleries to win exciting prizes! Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-212

**Be Prepared for Emergencies**
Join our interactive games and contests to learn lifesaving steps if an emergency strikes. Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy CAVM3-64

**Be Your Own Masterpiece**
Be immortalized in great works of art and take home a souvenir photo. Department of Art History CAVM1-18

**Beyond the Red Carpet**
Take a picture on the red carpet holding an Emmy, and screen student films. Rutgers Center for Digital Filmmaking CAVM2-246

**Build Your Own Book**
Finger paint, write a haiku, or create your own poetry or picture book. Objet d’Art CAVM1-147

**Caricatures: The Funny Side of Art**
Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum
Your portrait for posterity…or just for fun? Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-213

**Carnival of Ideas**
35 College Avenue
Enjoy an exhibit by Honors Program students. School of Arts and Sciences Honors Program CAVM1-43

**Chat with an Admissions Counselor**
Interested in becoming a Scarlet Knight? We’ll be available to answer your questions about the application process. Undergraduate Admissions CAVM2-411

**Chinese Opera for Kids**
Pose for a photo in traditional Chinese opera costume. Confucius Institute of Rutgers University CAVM1-60

**Crafts and Culture**
Join us for crafts and games, and meet the famous paper cutter, Master Cheng. Asian American Cultural Center CAVM1-140

**Degrees of Spanish and Portuguese**
We offer classes throughout the academic year, as well as study abroad opportunities. Department of Spanish and Portuguese CAVM3-355

**Drawing Marathon**
Leave your mark on Rutgers Day at our ever-evolving mural. Department of Visual Arts CAVM1-257

**Dream. Believe. Succeed.**
Enjoy stories told through art and the spoken word, and a “Hop to the Future” hopscotch game. Rutgers Future Scholars CAVM2-223

---

**Everyone Loves a Parade!**

Cheer, wave, and enjoy the Rutgers Marching Band, student clubs, and floats led by the Army ROTC Color Guard. They’ll march up College Avenue, starting near Brower Commons, and finish up on the Voorhees Mall. Don’t miss the Juggling Club and the Quidditch Team accompanied by the Scarlet Knight! Fun for everyone!
Economics in Action
Play economics games and forecast the 2013 economy. Department of Economics & Economics Honor Society CAVM1-12

EOF: Envisioning Our Future
Learn about our services and eligibility. Educational Opportunity Fund Program CAVM2-87

Europe Day at Rutgers Day
Videos, quizzes, and giveaways highlight Rutgers’ involvement with the European Union. Center for European Studies CAVM3-51

Face Painting, Italian Style
Get our logo painted on your face. Italian Club CAVM3-209

Financial Literacy for Kids
Join EconKids for readings from our children’s picture-book collection. Rutgers University Project on Economics and Children (EconKids) CAVM1-335

Free Health Screenings
Visit our Community Mobile Health Unit for free blood pressure and blood sugar screenings, plus other health information. Saint Peter’s Healthcare System CAVM1-409

Fromage Frenzy
Test and refine your palate with fine French cheeses. Department of French CAVM3-122

Garden State Stories
Delve into recorded interviews, or record your own experience with Hurricane Sandy. Department of History & Rutgers Oral History Archives CAVM3-243

Green Screen Getaway
Voorhees Hall, room 105
Step in front of our green screen and take home a keepsake photo. Office of Information Technology CAVM1-65

I Am Art
Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum
Get your face painted with butterflies, dinosaurs, or an “R” for Rutgers pride. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-215

Imagination in Action
Explore your creativity and support our 4-Hers as they share their talents! Department of 4-H Youth Development CAVM1-261

Improv Comedy
Scott Hall, room 123
See Rutgers students perform live, unscripted, improv comedy. A 4 Effort CAVM1-207

Korean Cultural Dress-Up
Take a photo wearing authentic Korean cultural garments. Korean Students Association CAVM1-61

Learn about RU Libraries
Win a prize and learn what we offer to Rutgers, its alumni, and the New Jersey community. Rutgers University Libraries CAVM1-227

Lego Rutgers
Create the Rutgers–Newark campus out of blocks. Office of Communications–Newark CAVM1-121

Lifelong Learning at Rutgers
You’re never too young or too old to learn. Division of Continuing Education CAVM2-131

Livingston Social Justice Learning Community
Learn more about this unique first-year experience. Center for Social Justice Education and LGBT Communities CAVM3-49

Look into Taiwan
We bring Taiwanese culture into the Rutgers community. Taiwanese American Student Association CAVM1-237

Mahjong Magic
Do you have what it takes to be a mahjong master? Cantonese Club CAVM1-241

Marathon Reading: The Catcher in the Rye
Take a turn at our continuous reading of J.D. Salinger’s The Catcher in the Rye. Department of English CAVM3-108

Media Social
Stop by for interactive fun! “Hide and Tweet,” games, prizes, and more! School of Communication and Information CAVM2-379

Native Tongue
Learn about our Asian American newspaper and activities. Native Tongue CAVM1-342

OLLI RU: Enrichment for 50+
Learners over 50 can expand their horizons, learn in an engaging environment, and meet new friends. Osher Lifelong Learning Institute CAVM2-272

Origami Folding
Create paper cranes, flowers, and boxes! Asian Student Council CAVM1-313

Parev from Armenia!
Have your name written in Armenian. Experience Armenian cuisine, culture, and history. Armenian Club CAVM3-221

Philosophy Café
Join us for a little coffee, tea, lemonade, and philosophic discussion. Department of Philosophy & Philosophy Undergraduate Club CAVM3-329

Polynomiography: Making Art with Numbers
Try your hand at polynomiography, and take home your own artwork! Rutgers University Libraries CAVM1-230

POP In
Meet our staff, pick up a fun Rutgers memento, and enjoy some freshly popped popcorn. Rutgers University Foundation CAVM2-259

Publishing with RU Press
Learn about publishing books and e-books. Book raffles every hour! Rutgers University Press CAVM2-300

R Garden
Visit our interactive art installation made of large block R sculptures. See our departments’ Rs and make your own! Office of Community Affairs CAVM1-270

Rainbow Perspectives Housing
Learn about our LGBTQA housing option. Center for Social Justice Education and LGBT Communities CAVM3-50

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Where to Eat

**READ Posters**
Like to read? Let the world know by making your very own READ poster! Rutgers University Libraries CAVM1-231

**Religion Jeopardy!**
Play our game, try your hand at coloring, and learn about religion around the world. Department of Religion CAVM2-238

**RU Healthy?**
Our focus is your good health. Stop by for a health screening. College of Nursing CAVM3-381

**RU Sweet Stop**
Practice cake decorating with your own cupcake. Dining Services CAVM1-185

---

**Rutgers Magazine**
Learn about the publication that keeps over 400,000 alumni connected to the university. Department of Alumni Relations & Department of University Relations CAVM2-279

**Rutgers Today**
Stop by to subscribe to our daily stream of university news and events. Department of University Relations CAVM2-89

**Rutgers University Inn and Conference Center**
This historic gem offers lodging and conference space in a picturesque campus setting. Rutgers University Inn and Conference Center CAVM2-268

**Sand Art**
Create a sand art bottle that represents your distinctive self. School of Social Work CAVM1-79

**Social Justice Education and LGBT Communities**
See how we provide educational, social, and leadership development activities for LGBT students and allies. Center for Social Justice Education and LGBT Communities CAVM3-48

**Student Animated Film**
Milledoler Hall, room 100
We’ll be running our latest animated film all day. Stop by to take a look. Animation and Illustration Club CAVM2-162

**Summer Reading Program**
The Rutgers Summer Reading Program for children and adults is offered throughout the state. Division of Continuing Studies, Institute of Reading Development CAVM2-413

**Sustainable Rutgers**
See how Rutgers is leading the way to a sustainable future. Environmental Services and Grounds CAVM1-278

**Teddy Bear Clinic**
Bring your teddy bear and play doctor. Hospital professionals will answer your questions! Saint Peter’s Healthcare System CAVM1-408

---

**Test Your Rutgers IQ**
Spin the wheel and test your Rutgers trivia knowledge. Learn more about alumni benefits. Rutgers University Alumni Association CAVM2-305

**University Commencement: Shout Out Video**
Record a “shout out” message for the Jumbotron at University Commencement. Office of the Secretary of the University CAVM2-358

**Water Balloon Toss and Face Painting**
Toss a water balloon, or have your face painted to promote autism awareness. PACT for Autism CAVM1-309

**What Is Success?**
What are your goals and how do you view success? See how they differ from others’. Rutgers Future Scholars CAVM2-339

**What’s for Dinner?**
Learn how we prepare more than three million meals each year. Dining Services CAVM1-183

**Where in the World Is the Scarlet Knight?**
Play our game to learn how Rutgers is engaged internationally. Centers for Global Advancement and International Affairs CAVM2-307

**Voorhees Mall Area**
Events listed by start time
10 a.m.; 11 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 1 p.m.; 2 p.m.; 3 p.m. (20-min. shows)

**The Marvelous World of Helping Others**
This interactive play stars larger-than-life colorful puppets and live music. Civic Engagement Service Education Partnership Program (CESEP) CAVM1-258

11 a.m.

**Dining Services Barbecue**
Follow your nose to the aroma of pulled pork sandwiches and “hot off the grill” burgers and hot dogs. Dining Services CAVM2-416

---

**Have a question?** Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
11 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 1 p.m.; 2 p.m. (60-min. talks)
Getting into Journalism
Murray Hall, room 114
Hear journalism alumni speak about their careers and what it took to reach success. Society of Professional Journalists CAVM1-397

11 a.m.
Poetry Workshop for Kids
Murray Hall, room 002
Listen to children’s poetry read aloud, then pen your own poem. Ages 6 and up. Department of English CAVM1-110

11 a.m.
Rutgers Day Parade
Starting at Brower Commons and ending at the Voorhees Mall...fun for everyone! Rutgers Recreation CAVM2-218

11:30 a.m. (15-min. film)
Knights, Tigers, and Cannons Oh My!
Scott Hall, room 135
This short film explores the 200-year-old rivalry between Princeton and Rutgers, and today’s “Cannon War.” Center for Digital Filmmaking CAVM2-112

11:30 a.m.; 12:30 p.m.; 1:30 p.m. (30-min. shows)
Puppet Stories
Join us for a live puppet show, and create your own puppet character. Department of English CAVM1-109

11:30 a.m.; 12:30 p.m.; 1:30 p.m. (30-min. shows)
Puppet Stories
Join us for a live puppet show, and create your own puppet character. Department of English CAVM1-109

12 p.m.
Fiction Workshop for Kids
Murray Hall, room 002
Listen to children’s work read aloud, then pen your own. Ages 6 and up. Department of English CAVM1-111

12 p.m.
Gallery Discovery Tours
Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum
Get a V.I.P. look at our special exhibitions and permanent collections. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-214

12 p.m.; 1 p.m.; 2 p.m.
Super Storytelling
Hear stories and use arts and crafts to make your own. Graduate School of Education CAVM1-245

12 p.m.
The Art of Dance
Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum
Catch a vibrant, unique dance set in front of the Zimmerli, accompanied live by the Marching Band. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-388

1 p.m. (45-min. performance)
Haydn in 1766: A Multimedia Performance
Scott Hall, room 135
Join composer/sound artist Damian Catera for an improvisational reinterpretation of Franz Joseph Haydn’s Great Mass in E Flat. Department of Visual Arts CAVM1-39

2 p.m. – 4 p.m. (20-min. sessions)
Adventures in Storytelling
Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum
Join storyteller Ellen Musikant for adventures of the imagination. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-454

2 p.m. (60-min. screening)
The Art of Video
Scott Hall, room 135
View video artworks created by current and former media students. Department of Visual Arts CAVM1-38

Community Zone
Explore tables and displays offered by our community partners and neighbors.

- American Repertory Ballet
- Crossroads Theatre
- George Street Playhouse
- Greater New Jersey Coalition of Labor Union Women
- Greater New Jersey Public Works
- HEROESgifted
- Lustig Dance Theatre
- Middlesex County Improvement Authority
- Middlesex County Regional Chamber of Commerce
- New Brunswick City Market
- New Brunswick Cultural Center
- Piscataway Police Department
- PRAB
- Rutgers Federal Credit Union
- 2014 Special Olympics USA Games
- State Theatre
- University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey
  — Department of Neurological Surgery
  — Department of Pediatrics/New Brunswick Child Health Project
  — Institute of Ophthalmology and Visual Science
  — New Jersey Dental School, Pediatric Dentistry
  — NJ Poison Information & Education System
  — Robert Wood Johnson Medical School
  — School of Public Health

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Farm Area
All-day events 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

42nd Annual Farm Animal Show
Tour the barns and admire our baby animals. Department of Animal Sciences & Society of Animal Science CDF-80

Animal Science BBQ
Students and faculty are serving up hamburgers, hot dogs, sandwiches, veggie burgers, and beverages. Society for Animal Science CDF-126

Asparagus Sale
Purchase a bunch of fresh, delicious asparagus. Slow Food Rutgers CDF-68

Blood Pressure Screening
Get your blood pressure read and learn more about healthy living. Department of Occupational Health CDF-115

Body Composition Assessment
Get your body weight and composition measured using bioelectrical impedance assessment scales. Nutritional Sciences Graduate Student Association CDF-323

Chat with an Admissions Counselor
Interested in becoming a Scarlet Knight? We’ll be available to answer your questions about the application process. Undergraduate Admissions CDF-410

Climate and Environmental Changes
Learn about climate and environmental changes through fun, hands-on activities. Climate and Environmental Change Initiative CDF-308

Curb Your Hunger
Stop by to see the mobile extension of Dining Services, the Knight Wagon. Dining Services CDF-321

Every Day Is Earth Day
See demonstrations of rain gardens, rain barrels, and water conservation devices. Cooperative Extension Water Resources Program CDF-41

Help Fight Hunger
Enjoy our carnival, win prizes, and learn how Rutgers is helping fight hunger. Student-Organized Rutgers Against Hunger CDF-385

How to Be Green
Learn about our impact on the environment, including soil, water, and the atmosphere. Environmental Science and Engineering Club CDF-328

International Programs
Learn about study abroad and scholarship opportunities at SEBS. Office of International Programs CDF-132

Mounted Patrol
Take a tour of our barn and see where our horses live when they aren’t on duty. Public Safety CDF-152

Naturalist Club
We hike, take canoe trips, camp, and bird-, plant-, and animal-watch. Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Natural Resources CDF-299

New Jersey 4-H State Dog Show
See dogs tested in showmanship, obedience, and agility. Department of 4-H Youth Development CDF-188

Our Mission: A Healthy NJ
Learn how we’re making the Garden State a healthy state! New Jersey Institute for Food, Nutrition, and Health CDF-74

Petting Zoo
College Farm
Pet baby farm animals including piglets and lambs. Rutgers University Veterinary Science Club CDF-196

Puppy Meet and Greet
College Farm
Meet the incredible puppies we raise for The Seeing Eye. Rutgers University Seeing Eye Puppy Raising Club CDF-46

Rutgers Against Hunger
Learn more about RAH and its mission to fight hunger in New Jersey. Rutgers Against Hunger CDF-148

Rutgers Career Services
Giveaways! Handouts! Learn about Career Services! Career Services CDF-10

Shark Tank Trivia
Compete in a trivia contest and see if you survive the “shark tank!” Office of Technology Commercialization CDF-149

Sweets and Treats
Shop our bake sale run by our program’s graduate students. Endocrinology and Animal Biosciences Graduate Student Organization CDF-22

Take a Lab Tour
Environmental and Natural Resource Sciences Building
See activities related to environmental restoration, sustainable technologies, and microbes. Department of Environmental Sciences CDF-301

Welcome to the Equine Science Club
Equine Science Barn
If you love horses and would like to learn more, stop by! Equine Science Club CDF-365

What’s for Dinner?
Learn how we prepare more than three million meals each year. Dining Services CDF-178

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
**Have a question?** Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).

---

**Farm Area**

**Events listed by start time**

- **10 a.m. – 12 p.m.**
  - Mapping from Outer Space
    - Discover how satellite remote sensing and innovative mapping technologies illuminate our state and beyond. Grant F. Walton Center for Remote Sensing and Spatial Analysis CDF-128
  - Scarlet Chef
    - Watch and taste as the Scarlet Chef reveals the secrets of preparing healthy and delicious foods. Dining Services CDF-175
  - Scarlet Chef
    - Watch as a Rutgers ice sculptor wields unusual implements to create “cool” artwork. Dining Services CDF-172

- **11 a.m.; 1 p.m.; 3 p.m. (30-min. demos)**
  - Scarlet Chef
    - Watch and taste as the Scarlet Chef reveals the secrets of preparing healthy and delicious foods. Dining Services CDF-175
  - Scarlet Chef
    - Watch as a Rutgers ice sculptor wields unusual implements to create “cool” artwork. Dining Services CDF-172

- **12 p.m.; 2 p.m. (30-min. demos)**
  - Scarlet Chef
    - Watch and taste as the Scarlet Chef reveals the secrets of preparing healthy and delicious foods. Dining Services CDF-175
  - Scarlet Chef
    - Watch as a Rutgers ice sculptor wields unusual implements to create “cool” artwork. Dining Services CDF-172

- **1 p.m.; 2 p.m. (30-min. demos)**
  - Scarlet Chef
    - Watch and taste as the Scarlet Chef reveals the secrets of preparing healthy and delicious foods. Dining Services CDF-175
  - Scarlet Chef
    - Watch as a Rutgers ice sculptor wields unusual implements to create “cool” artwork. Dining Services CDF-172

**Exercise Science and Sport Management**

- Across street on lawn
  - Learn how we prepare students for career options in the field. Exercise Science and Sport Management Club CDLBA-34

**Exercise Science and Sports Studies**

- Across street on lawn
  - Learn about this program, which offers a wide range of majors and concentrations. Department of Exercise Science and Sports Studies CDLBA-334

**Fossils and Human Evolution**

- Across street on lawn
  - Enhance your understanding of human evolution using casts of important fossils. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-134

**Global Village and Women in Business**

- Parking lot
  - We promote global awareness and women in business. Douglass Residential College, The Global Village, & Women and Business House CDLBA-118

**Green Screen Getaway**

- Room 007
  - Step in front of our green screen and take home a keepsake photo. Office of Information Technology CDLBA-84

**It’s All Politics**

- Parking lot
  - Pose with our lifelike politicians and toss your bean bag hat in the ring! Eagleton Institute of Politics CDLBA-52

**Linguistic Diversity Challenge**

- Across street on lawn
  - Learn how our views of language might shape how we connect to each other. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-137

**A Living-Learning Community for Women**

- Parking lot
  - Learn about the exciting programs our community offers Rutgers women. Douglass Residential College CDLBA-330

---

**Where to Eat**

**Neilson Dining Hall** can be found behind the Eagleton Institute of Politics and serves a full cafeteria-style menu at a special Rutgers Day price of $10.

**Cook Campus Center** at 59 Biel Road features the Cook Café & Market.

**Douglass Campus Center** at 100 George Street offers various options.

**Barnes & Noble at Rutgers** at 57 Lipman Drive offers snacks and drinks.

**The Knight Wagon**, the university’s mobile eatery, is located on the corner of Dudley Road and College Farm Road.

**Rutgers student groups** are cooking up great eats throughout campus.

**Vendors** are located across the campus, with a large selection of ethnic cuisines at the New Jersey Folk Festival.

**Name That Primate!**

- Across street on lawn
  - Explore the primate branch of your family tree. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-135

**People Puzzles**

- Parking lot
  - Play our trivia games to uncover fun facts about what people do, think, and feel. Department of Sociology CDLBA-252

---

**Africana House**

- Across street on lawn
  - Experience art, music, and facts about the African Diaspora. Africana House CDLBA-333

**Arrowheads and Other Stone Tools**

- Across street on lawn
  - Learn how stone tools were made, and handle artifacts from millions of years ago. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-136

**Big Dig**

- Across street on lawn
  - Search our archaeological dig and interpret your findings. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-133

---

**Exercise Science and Sport Management**

- Across street on lawn
  - Learn how we prepare students for career options in the field. Exercise Science and Sport Management Club CDLBA-34

**Exercise Science and Sports Studies**

- Across street on lawn
  - Learn about this program, which offers a wide range of majors and concentrations. Department of Exercise Science and Sports Studies CDLBA-334

**Fossils and Human Evolution**

- Across street on lawn
  - Enhance your understanding of human evolution using casts of important fossils. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-134

**Global Village and Women in Business**

- Parking lot
  - We promote global awareness and women in business. Douglass Residential College, The Global Village, & Women and Business House CDLBA-118

**Green Screen Getaway**

- Room 007
  - Step in front of our green screen and take home a keepsake photo. Office of Information Technology CDLBA-84

**It’s All Politics**

- Parking lot
  - Pose with our lifelike politicians and toss your bean bag hat in the ring! Eagleton Institute of Politics CDLBA-52

**Linguistic Diversity Challenge**

- Across street on lawn
  - Learn how our views of language might shape how we connect to each other. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-137

**A Living-Learning Community for Women**

- Parking lot
  - Learn about the exciting programs our community offers Rutgers women. Douglass Residential College CDLBA-330

---

**Have a question?** Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
39TH ANNUAL NEW JERSEY FOLK FESTIVAL:
FEATURING GARIFUNA TRADITIONS
10 A.M. – 6 P.M.

Located at the Woodlawn Mansion Lawn

Festival Stages
Enjoy cultural performances and interactive workshops throughout the day, featuring several Garifuna musicians, dance troupes, and lecturers. Take part in one of our jam sessions in the morning and learn about the folk history of Bruce Springsteen in the afternoon. Department of American Studies

Food Vendor Arc
Tempt your taste buds with American favorites plus the flavors of Italy, Greece, Egypt, Lebanon, and many more from our 25 food vendors! This highlight of the New Jersey Folk Festival is guaranteed to please. Department of American Studies

Heritage Area
Watch skilled artisans create handcrafted pieces while explaining the important cultural and historical significance of their work. Demonstrations include boatbuilding, beekeeping, sheep-shearing, cassava bread-baking, and drum-making. Department of American Studies

Children’s Activities Area
For kids of all ages, and the young at heart! Take home a complimentary craft, get your face painted, compete a pie-eating contest, race your friends in potato sacks, or take a pony ride. Department of American Studies

NJ SNAP-Ed 12
See how we provide nutrition education to SNAP beneficiaries. NJ SNAP-Ed CDPP-193

Operation Medicine Cabinet 7
Safely dispose of your unused and expired medicine. Rutgers University Police Department CDPP-287

Shark Finder 6
Institute of Marine and Coastal Sciences Locate a stuffed shark hidden on campus using an acoustic transmitter. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDPP-170

Spring Is for Planting 6
Get expert plant advice and take home vegetable and annual plants for your garden. Rutgers Gardens CDPP-31

Tornado in a Bottle 6
Institute of Marine and Coastal Sciences Test your weather trivia knowledge and create your own tornado. Rutgers University Meteorology Club CDPP-95

Water Ice and Pretzel Sale 12
Purchase refreshing water ice and pretzels. Rutgers University Collegiate 4-H Club CDPP-187

Weeds of Desire 7
Learn how misunderstood weeds are wonderful plants that have evolved with us humans. Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Natural Resources CDPP-225

Passion Puddle Area
Events listed by start time
10 a.m.; 11 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 1 p.m.; 2 p.m.; 3 p.m.

Volcanoes of the Deep Sea and Atlantic Crossing 6
Institute of Marine and Coastal Sciences, Alampi Room Catch a showing of these award-winning films. Institute of Marine and Coastal Sciences CDPP-232

3 p.m.

World’s Largest Egg Toss 12
Passion Puddle, lawn Grab a partner for this Rutgers Day tradition. Just be careful; the yolk might be on you! Rutgers Recreation CDPP-414

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt 🟢, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Red Oak Lane Area
All-day events 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Ancient Arts and Crafts
Make ancient Greek theatrical masks and pottery. Classics Club CDROL-320

Are You Smarter Than a Fifth Grader?
Test your knowledge about storm water and win massage chair minutes! Rutgers Environmental Health and Safety CDROL-297

Buy a Dog Biscuit
Buy home-baked dog biscuits from the health science honor society. O Beta Alpha Kappa Omicron Nu CDROL-90

Climb That Tree!
Climb our rope ladder and learn about safe outdoor exploration. Rutgers University Outdoors Club CDROL-266

Creepy Crawlies and Other Creatures
Explore the insect zoo, experience a cockroach race, or taste an insect lollipop. Graduate Entomology Student Association CDROL-63

Eat Your Greens
Sample some free organic mixed greens picked fresh from our farm! Garden of Eden CDROL-356

Exotic Plant Sale
Purchase an exotic plant and learn about public landscape architecture. Landscape Architecture Graduate Student Association CDROL-389

Fight the Black Knight!
Are you brave enough to put on some gloves and face the Black Knight? Martial Arts Club CDROL-204

Floriculture Plant Sale
Floriculture Greenhouse
Take home unique plants in support of the teaching greenhouse. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology & Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-145

Fresh Iced Tea
Play an interactive nutrition game, or purchase refreshing iced tea. Nutrition Club CDROL-310

Get Medieval!
Play Whack-a-Knight, watch our historical combat reenactments, and then test your own skills! Scarlet Cross Medieval Re-enactment Society CDROL-62

Global Portuguese at Rutgers
Learn about Portuguese-speaking cultures around the world and here at Rutgers. Luso-American Portuguese Language Club CDROL-99

Goldfish Scooping Game
Donate $1 to test your skills in this unique Japanese carnival game! Anime and Japanese Environmental Society CDROL-341

Grassroots Power!
Students have the power to make change in their communities and in their world. NJPIRG Student Chapter CDROL-393

Greenhouse Tour of Crazy Plants
Floriculture Greenhouse
See a dinosaur delicacy, smell a stinky geranium, or see fruit that looks like hands. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology CDROL-198

Grow into Our Community
Meet our members and plant a seedling to take home with you. School of Environmental and Biological Sciences Governing Council CDROL-207

Hammering for Habitat
Practice your hammering skills. Habitat for Humanity CDROL-290

How Much Do You Know about Public Health?
Discover how public health is present in your everyday life. New Jersey Public Health Association Rutgers Student Chapter CDROL-164

Leadership Seed
Plant your own “leadership” seed in a cup prepared with soil. National Residence Hall Honorary CDROL-107

Learn about Health
Learn about the health field through fun facts and kid-friendly games. SEBS Pre-Med/Pre-Dent Society CDROL-312

Mad Scientists: Extract DNA!
Extract DNA from fruits or your own cheek cells. Designer Genes CDROL-106

Pie a Professor!
Help us raise awareness about the environment while we raise money! Students for Environmental Awareness CDROL-53

Plant Sale
Shop and learn about tomato varieties, herbs, peppers, and more. Cook Researchers of Plant Science & Department of Plant Biology and Pathology CDROL-182

Pulled Pork and Burgers
Stop by for a bite to eat and to learn more about this fraternity’s mission. Alpha Zeta CDROL-402

R U Nutty
Which nut is which? Learn from the Rutgers Ornamental and Nut Tree Breeding Program. Plant Biology and Pathology CDROL-92

Reconnect with Cook
Get a snack, purchase T-shirts, review past yearbooks, and reconnect with alumni and friends. Cook Community Alumni Association CDROL-29

RU a Topflight Putter?
Try for a hole-in-one on our live putting green. Rutgers Turf Club CDROL-42

Rutgers T.E.E.M. Gateway
See how we support at-risk and disconnected urban youth across New Jersey. Office of Continuing Professional Education CDROL-421

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Service Showcase
Learn about our local and global service. Foundation for International Medical Relief of Children CDROL-101

Sweet Thyme Farmers Market
Indulge in produce-filled sweets and fresh, artisanal baked goods. Rutgers Student Bakers CDROL-30

The World of Geography
Play with our 6-foot globe, solve our map puzzle, or try your luck with New Jersey trivia. Rutgers Undergraduate Geography Society CDROL-359

Theater Games
Learn about our programs and play theater games. Cabaret Theatre CDROL-20

Toss for Tanzania
Toss a beanbag for a child with HIV. Catholic Student Association CDROL-97

Turn Up the Exposure
Learn about the art of photography! Rutgers University Photography Club CDROL-151

University Commencement: Shout Out Video
Record a “shout out” message for the Jumbotron at University Commencement. Office of the Secretary of the University CDROL-362

What’s under the Hood of a Computer?
Learn what makes your computer tick from our expert technicians. New Brunswick Computing Services & Office of Information Technology CDROL-70

Red Oak Lane Area
Events listed by start time
11 a.m. (45-min. lecture)
Organic: Food, Farming, Gardening
Floriculture Greenhouse
Learn about the organic system of agriculture. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology CDROL-83

11:30 a.m.
Horticultural Therapy
Floriculture Greenhouse
See how horticultural therapy helps people with special needs meet their goals. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology CDROL-94

12 p.m.; 2 p.m.
Bee Bearding
See an individual wear several hundred thousand honeybees on his/her face. Apiculture Society CDROL-239

12 p.m.
Carnivorous Plant Tour
Floriculture Greenhouse
Tour our collection of carnivorous plants that eat their prey. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology CDROL-141

12 p.m.; 2 p.m. (60-min. presentations)
Living Walls and Terrariums
Floriculture Greenhouse
Learn from EcoWalls founder Michael Coraggio and then build your own terrarium. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology & Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-146

1:30 p.m.
Orchids
Floriculture Greenhouse
See hundreds of diverse species and exotic hybrids. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology & Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-142

2:30 p.m.
Edible vs. Poisonous
Floriculture Greenhouse
Tour our collection of edible and not-so-edible plants. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology & Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-144

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Thank you for being a part of Rutgers Day!
We would like to express our appreciation to our guests, exhibitors, faculty, staff, students, alumni, and all who helped make this day a success.

Special thanks also to our generous sponsors:

Corporate Sponsors

BARNES & NOBLE

AT RUTGERS

SAINT PETER'S HEALTHCARE SYSTEM

Treating you better...for life.

Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital

Media Partners

Star-Ledger

MAGIC 98.3

1450 Talk Radio

RU-1213-0206/12M